S&P GLOBAL MARKET INTELLIGENCE DATA THROUGH WHARTON RESEARCH DATA SERVICES

S&P CAPITAL IQ
COMPUSTAT NORTH AMERICA
Compustat North America is a database of U.S. and Canadian fundamental and market information on active and inactive publicly held companies. Provides over 300 annual and 100 quarterly Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Statement of Cash Flows.

► COVERAGE FROM 1950

S&P CAPITAL IQ
COMPUSTAT GLOBAL
Compustat Global is a database of non-U.S. and non-Canadian fundamental and market information on over 33,900 active and inactive publicly held companies.

► COVERAGE FROM 1987

S&P CAPITAL IQ
COMPUSTAT SNAPSHOT
With Compustat Snapshot, the world’s first complete North American backtesting database, you can conduct research on a large population of North American companies—provides historically reported preliminary and final data known.

► COVERAGE FROM 1986

S&P CAPITAL IQ
CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Extensive debt capital structure for over 60,000 global public and private companies and equity capital structure data on over 80,000 active and inactive companies worldwide.

► DEBT COVERAGE FROM 2001
► EQUITY COVERAGE FROM 1994

S&P CAPITAL IQ RATINGS SERVICES CREDIT RATINGS
Tap into one of the industry’s largest databases of current and historical credit ratings.

► PUBLIC FINANCE COVERAGE FROM 2007
► GLOBAL ISSUERS AND STRUCTURED FINANCE FROM 1922

S&P CAPITAL IQ
KEY DEVELOPMENTS
Monitors over 100 Key Development types including executive changes, M&A rumors, changes in corporate guidance, delayed filings, SEC inquiries, and many more.

► COVERAGE FROM 1998

S&P CAPITAL IQ
PEOPLE INTELLIGENCE
Covers over 4.5 million professionals and over 2.4 million people including private and public company executives, board members, etc., globally.

► COMPENSATION DETAIL FROM 2001
► SUMMARY & PROFESSIONAL FROM 1998

S&P CAPITAL IQ TRANSCRIPTS
Analyze historical transcript data and trends on 10,600 companies.
Track latest corporate actions and trends from management discussions.

► COVERAGE FROM 2000 (NORTH AMERICA), 2004 (NON-NA)
ABOUT S&P GLOBAL MARKET INTELLIGENCE
At S&P Global Market Intelligence, we integrate financial and industry data, research and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation and assess credit risk. Investment professionals, government agencies, corporations and universities globally can gain the intelligence essential to making business and financial decisions with conviction.


ABOUT WRDS
Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) provides the leading business intelligence, data analytics, and research platform to global institutions — enabling comprehensive thought leadership, historical analysis, and insight into the latest innovations in academic research.

WRDS provides researchers with one location to access over 350 terabytes of data across multiple disciplines. Flexible data delivery options include a powerful web query method, the WRDS Cloud for and the WRDS client server. WRDS unique array of Services offer access to a suite of analytics developed by our doctoral-level research team, tutorials, and research support.

Through a partnership with SSRN, WRDS is elevating the visibility of universities and researchers working across an array of fields. The WRDS Research Paper Series is a searchable repository of all papers submitted to SSRN. In addition, the two organizations have launched the WRDS-SSRN Innovation Award™ to honor emerging business schools in North America, Asia-Pacific, and EMEA.

An award-winning data research platform for 50,000+ commercial, academic, and government users in 35+ countries, WRDS is the global gold standard in data management and research — all backed by the credibility and leadership of the Wharton School.

CONTACT US:
S&P GLOBAL MARKET INTELLIGENCE | http://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence | market.intelligence@spglobal.com
WRDS | www.whartonwrds.com | wrds@wharton.upenn.edu